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Time Session Presenter Location Title Description
10:00am M-1 Dave Kloiber & Kristin Roberts Kahili Using Workflow to Keep it all Moving

With everything going on in a Housing office, it is difficult to ensure you are on the 
right path!  Lucky for you, Mercury makes it easy to manage your trip: Workflow 
and Dynamic Lists. In our presentation, you will determine which adventure is for 
you: Workflow or Dynamic Lists, learn how you can set up Workflow, use Workflow 
to streamline your processes, and understand some pros and cons of using 
Workflow or Dynamic Lists. When you return to your institutions you can remove 
those obstacles, allowing for you and your students to enjoy the adventure 
together!

Greg Schlierf Edelweiss Using the Named Roommate Group Component Roommate requests take on a totally new personality in Mercury 3. Students now 
form Roommate Groups and can see first-hand who is in, who is out, and who is 
ignoring requests.  The days of Housing being the bad guy when it comes to 
roommate pairings are over. Use this component to take roommate requests, but 
also for vacancy-filling requests, efficient turnover of spaces between semesters, 
and more!

Rick Bashaw & Jim Ortiz Magnolia System Security and User Management Mercury 3 uses a totally different method of User Management and Security. Using 
Roles, Permissions, Securables, and Positions you will be able to narrow access for 
users to exactly the areas of the program they need. This session is an overview 
and demo of this new way of thinking about User Access.

11:00am M-2 Phil Mosely Kahili Preparing for Mercury 3 This session will provide an overview of the considerations and steps in planning for 
your upgrade to Mercury 3.  We will review new functionality and suggest methods 
to make the most of Mercury 3 as it is delivered. 

Phil James Edelweiss Accouting 101

This session is an overview of the most commonly used accounting functions – 
Charges and Credits, Fee Assessment, the Statement Report, the Ledger, and, of 
course, how to set up your rates. We will provide an overview and demonstration 
of the ad hoc functionality and then delve deeper to show you how configured 
operations can save your staff time and reduce human error. 

Andrew Naylor & Lisaidy Turino Magnolia Managing Securables In this session, we will show you to the difference between user permissions in RMS 
classic versus Roles in Mercury 3.0.  We will demonstrate how Roles applies to 
reports, templates, operations and dynamics lists in order to manage what the end 
user sees.

1:30pm M-3 Sandy Morgan Kahili Customizing the "Home" Menu

This session will demonstrate how to customize the Home Menu for different staff 
members. Each user or user type could potentially have a different menu based 
on their needs. Users will only see what they have access to. Permissions will be 
discussed briefly as this goes hand in hand with the Home Menu customization.

Jen Frank Edelweiss Waitlists

No more paper lists stuck to your corkboard, no more sticky notes! Mercury Waitlists 
let you manage multiple waitlists with features such as limiting who can be on a 
list, how many spots there are on the list, ability for students to add and remove 
themselves from the list, and more. Use waitlists to track who needs housing and to 
manage room change requests. This session is an overview of waitlists and some 
best practices for getting the most out of this feature. 

Rick Bashaw Magnolia Mercury Inspections It’s time to ditch those NCR forms! This session is an introduction to the all-new 
Mercury Inspections functionality, moving room condition reporting from on paper 
to on-line. We will discuss the basics of the functionality and ways it can be used 
for room condition checks, health and safety inspections, vacancy checks, and 
more. 
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2:30pm M-4 Steve Shapiro Kahili Reporting The Basics

This session is a basic overview of reports in Mercury 3 – Consuming (Running) 
Reports, the Easy Report Builder and delivered Mercury Base (MB) reports. If you 
are haven’t quite dipped your toes into reporting in Mercury, this session is for you!

Jen Frank Edelweiss Maximizing Your Relationship with the RMS Team

Your success is important to us. One of our indicators of client success is how often 
we hear from a client – and, no, fewer ServicePro tickets does not necessarily 
correlate to greater success! Clients who submit more support tickets and who call 
us for help with business processes make better use of Mercury and are more 
satisfied with their use of Mercury. In this session we will review strategies for getting 
the most out of the RMS team, both on site and remotely.   

Wes Wheeler Magnolia Inspections (staff created) - from Setup to Implementation An evaluation of what we did right, what we did wrong, and what we will do next 
time. Follow our process from setup to implementation for check-in, to room 
changes, to checkouts. We will also cover our future plans to implement charges 
and work orders based on check-out inspections.  

3:30pm M-5 Greg Schlierf Kahili New and Improved Payment Component If you take payments, this session is for you. Topics covered are useful both for 
clients who have a payment gateway, as well as for those who take offline 
payments (checks, cash, direct). New functionality has been added to the 
payment component for Mercury 3, allowing you to indicate a payment date on a 
profile or application field, as well as to allow you to take payments in Mercury 
through methods beyond credit cards. 

Jose Valencio Edelweiss Managing Comfort and Service Animals I will review how Texas Tech addresses and documents Comfort and Service 
Animals. Presentation will include a discussion on procedures, documentation 
steps and how staff utilizes. 

Panel Magnolia Considerations When Upgrading to Mercury 3 Join a panel discussion to identify the considerations when upgrading to Mercury 
3.  We will have panelists on hand to answer those questions and provide 
examples of the adventure to getting to Mercury 3.

9:45am T-1 Phil James Kahili Accounting 201: Accounting for Clients who Really Use Accounting If you’ve ever used Individual Transfers, Journal Transfers, or applied a credit to AR, 
this session is for you! We will review these more in-depth accounting functions in 
their ad hoc form, but we will also discuss building configured versions of common 
functions to save staff time and reduce human error. 

Rick Bashaw Edelweiss Introduction to Customization We give you the Mercury Base navigation, but it’s inevitable; every client has 
slightly different needs. This session is an introduction to the types of items that are 
customizable in Mercury (everything!) and will discuss strategies for managing your 
customizations. 

Bea Van Den Heuvel & Emily Totherow Magnolia Training the Trainer Come learn how to train your staff on the new Mercury 3. Northeastern and UNCG 
have gone live and are happy to share how they prepared their staff for Mercury 
3.  In addition to preparation and training topics, you will also learn ways to obtain 
feedback and follow-up suggestions from staff.

10:45am Roundtables Kahili Self-Assign Vs. Intellassign Roundtable
Edelweiss Inspection Roundtable
Magnolia Short-Term Housing Roundtable

Lily Getting the most out of Mercury Roundtable
International South Special Considerations (Gender Inclusive Housing, Service/Therapy 

Animals), Creative Uses, More animals on campus Roundtable

1:45pm T-2 Jose Santa Cruz & Megan Walck Kahili Don’t get lost, map the adventure! Checklists and Dynamic Lists Both students and staff can get lost when choosing their adventures, so it’s 
important to give them a little help along the way. At UC San Diego we use a 
series of methods and documentation to ensure that everyone ends their journey 
as a hero! 
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Jen Frank Edelweiss Mercury Intellassign Auto Allocation is dead; Long Live Intellassign! Whether you currently use Auto 

Allocation or not, Intellassign is a time-saver, not to be missed. It replaces both 
Auto Allocation and some uses for Manual Allocation. This new operation makes 
smart suggestions for where to place students based on room preferences, 
roommate matching and roommate preferences, and other business rules. Instead 
of manually looking at a list of vacancies and finding the “best” one for a person, 
let Intellassign do the work for you. 

Rick Bashaw Magnolia Correspondence Options in Mercury 3 This session is an introduction to the flexible new correspondence options in 
Mercury 3. Topics will cover configured correspondence (write a message and 
save it for future use), as well as using batch correspondence to send merged 
messages out in bulk to your residents. We will discuss strategies for moving your 
current correspondence business processes into Mercury, including the move from 
ad hoc correspondence in RMS. 

2:45pm T-2 Dave Kloiber & Stacy Travis Kahili Take an adventure to reports, dynamic lists or both! How do you decide to take the plunge into using dynamic lists as a report instead 
of creating an Easy Report or Advance Report?  Is the adventure fun or 
challenging? We will discuss, show, and create some options for you while hearing 
from attendees on their exciting adventure. 

Greg Schlierf Edelweiss Mercury 3 Flags and Person History Bye bye Incidents, hello Flags and Person History! Mercury Flags can use familiar 
built in functions to block new applications, new bookings, etc, but you can also 
create custom flags for use in filtering and reporting. Flags can now have date 
ranges (“not allowed to live on campus until 8/15/2017” etc). Person History allows 
you to record occurrences that are of note, but which aren’t tracked via other 
methods. 

Phil James Magnolia Using Positions to Limit User Access based on Living Areas Have you ever wished your hall staff would only see “their residents” when they log 
in to Mercury? Your dreams are about to come true. The new Position function 
allows you to limit which records a user has access to on a given list or report. This 
session will give an overview of this new functionality, demonstrate its use, and 
discuss strategies for making the most of this function.

3:45pm T-4 Scott Shields & Jen Frank Kahili Intellassign in Real Life: Lessaon Learned Northwest Missouri State used Intellassign for the first time this year to book our 
freshmen students. Some things went as expected, but other things were more 
challenging. This presentation is a case study collaboration between Northwest 
Missouri State and RMS to discuss lessons learned from our first attempt at using 
Intellassign.

Christina Jones Edelweiss You've Got Mail! Batch Correspondence......A look at how to configure different emails groups, send 
multiple emails and utilize tokens.

Steve Shapiro Magnolia Filters, Filters, Filters! Mercury 3 is delivered with an extensive (but certainly not exhaustive) set of filters 
for use on your new Dynamic Lists. This session is an overview of these filters, their 
relationship to your dynamic lists, suggested methods for organizing filters, and an 
update on what is available in the Easy Filter Builder. 

9:30am W-1 Tara Vereen Kahili Bringing Gender Inclusive Housing to Campus The University of Kansas is in year two with our GIH community. We’ll cover how it 
came to be, challenges, implementation, marketing, assignments processes and 
lessons learned.

Phil James Edelweiss New and Improved Maintenance Functionality This session will give a brief overview and demonstration of the Maintenance 
Functionality in Mercury 3. Student and staff-facing templates can track requests 
for any living area (not just the person’s bed space). Staff can submit requests for 
common areas, students can view the status of their tickets, and more. Even if you 
are not using Maintenance in RMS, you will want to check out the new 
Maintenance features.
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Greg Schlierf & Jen Frank Magnolia New User and First-time Attendee Q&A This session is intended for users who are new to RMS, or for first-time attendees to 

the conference. Now that you’ve had a chance to see what Mercury can do, we 
want you to have an opportunity to ask questions. RMS staff will be available to 
answer questions and help you synthesize all of the information that’s been thrown 
at you!

10:30am W-2 TBD Kahili TBD TBD
Rick Bashaw Edelweiss Mercury 3 Living Area Management As much as we want you to experience all of the new stuff in Mercury 3, your day 

to day work is important, too! This session is an overview of your room and plan 
management functionality. We’ll review Room Changes, Date Changes, Rate 
Changes, Swaps, etc. Discussion will cover both the Mercury Base and adhoc 
versions of these items, as well as some options for how you can configure them to 
save staff time and reduce errors. 

Steve Shapiro Magnolia Reporting: Way Beyond the Basics This session is geared at users who are expecting to develop Advanced Reports 
using Telerik. We will review the delivered Advanced Reports and discuss 
techniques for modifying these and developing your own. This is your chance to try 
to stump Steve with your reporting questions. All are welcome, but this session will 
be heavy in technobabble and is intended primarily for current Telerik Report 
Developers and IT professionals.
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